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Abstract. In this paper we describe the STORK Large Scale Pilot (LSP). STORK
has been a project driven by eighteen European Union (EU) and European
Economic Area (EEA) Member States (MS). The objective was to develop an
interoperability framework to enable cross-border use of national electronic
identity (eID) solutions. The framework has been tested in six pilots that involved
MS and European Commission production environments. The paper describes the
technical STORK solution that supports eID federation both in centralized and in
decentralized deployment models. We refer to these as Pan-European Proxy
Service (PEPS) for centralized deployment, as middleware (MW) for the
decentralized deployment, respectively. The paper puts particular attention to
security and privacy aspects.
Keywords. electronic identity, identity federation, eID interoperability

Introduction
Who one is on the Internet and its corroboration becomes important, once valuable or
sensitive information gets exchanged. We refer to an electronic representation of the
“who one is” as electronic identity (eID). The corroboration of a claimed identity is
referred to as authentication or entity authentication.
For traditional face-to-face situations, governments provide means that offer high
assurance into the claimant’s identity. Examples of such means are identity cards,
driving licenses, or passports. We regularly use these in public administration to
provide evidence of our identity, but also in private sector services such as when
opening a bank account. Even state borders are no barrier, as state-issued identity
documents get recognized when renting a car, boarding a plane, or verifying the holder
of a credit card.
With the advent of the Internet, governments started in the late 1990s to issue
electronic complements to traditional identity documents. The purpose was to offer
secure means of entity authentication in e-government or in e-commerce. Some
countries amended existing identity cards by a smart card. Examples are BELPIC in
Belgium, ID KAART in Estonia, or “neuer Personalausweis” in Germany. Other states
reuse e-authentication infrastructure existing in the private sector. An example is
BankID in Sweden where a citizen’s Internet banking credential can be used as eID for
e-government services. Further states use both public sector borne and private sector
borne credentials as national eID. An example of this is the Austrian citizen card
concept that inter alia embraces private sector issued bank cards and mobile phones, as
1
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well as state-issued cards such as health insurance cards or public servants’ service
cards. For an overview of the various solutions in the EU and beyond we refer to the
European Commission study on eID Interoperability for Pan-European Government
Services (PEGS) [1].
When comparing traditional identity documents with eID, two observations can be
made: First, for eID the frequency of use is in many cases still in ramp-up phases
mainly attracting early adopters or those which have frequent government contacts
within certain sectors or professions. Most national eID initiatives have not yet reached
mass day to day usage by large portions of its citizens. Note however, that the day to
day use of traditional ID cards is as infrequent. A second observation is that national
eID to a large extent have evolved as national silos. Cross-border recognition has rarely
been considered when designing the systems. 2 As eID is an enabler of services in
particular from home or from distance, national silos create the risk of hindering a
European digital market. A decade of experience made with eID deployment by those
MS that started early, together with a situation that national silos haven’t yet hardened
with broad mass usage, leaves the window of opportunity open to advance to panEuropean eID use.
Europe has recognized early that seamless use of eID across borders has to be
addressed. The Manchester Ministerial Declaration [2] already in 2005 asked that “By
2010 European citizens and businesses shall be able to benefit from secure means of
electronic identification that maximise user convenience while respecting data
protection regulations. Such means shall be made available under the responsibility of
the Member States but recognised across the EU”. This has been further emphasized in
2010 by the Digital Agenda for Europe [3] that defined two Key Actions on a
Community legal basis for cross-border recognition of eID and eAuthentication. The
two Key Actions are Key Action 3 “In 2011 propose a revision of the eSignature
Directive with a view to provide a legal framework for cross-border recognition and
interoperability of secure eAuthentication systems;” and Key Action 16 “Propose by
2012 a Council and Parliament Decision to ensure mutual recognition of eidentification and e-authentication across the EU based on online 'authentication
services' to be offered in all Member States (which may use the most appropriate
official citizen documents – issued by the public or the private sector);”. Note, that the
Manchester Ministerial Declaration gave particular attention to data protection and that
the Digital Agenda for Europe keeps eID open for being issued by either the public
sector or the private sector.
Both the Manchester Ministerial Declaration and the Digital Agenda for Europe
recognize the states’ responsibility in issuance of eID. The purpose is not to harmonize,
but to respect national responsibility and sovereignty and to preserve the investment in
national infrastructure. Thus, interoperability between existing systems is to be
achieved that, given short technology cycles, also is robust and resilient enough to be
enhanced by future solutions.
Given that national eID systems are already heterogeneous in various dimensions –
the technological3, the operational4, and the legal5 dimension – it is advisable to first

2
To the authors’ best knowledge, the only country that included recognition of foreign eID in both the
legal environment and the technical and organizational eID infrastructure from the beginning is Austria.
3
Some states rely on smartcards, e.g. Belgium or Germany. Others use username-password with
(optional) SMS authentication, e.g. the DigID system in the Netherlands. Further MS use various
technologies in parallel, such as Austria and Estonia where smartcard and mobile phone eID can be chosen.
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test promising solutions in production environments. This shall scrutinize approaches
in practice and to see whether and where one gets stuck when leveraging eID service to
a cross-border context. Such piloting in large scale production environments has been
stimulated by the European Commission by co-funding so-called Large Scale Pilots
(LSPs) under the Competitiveness and Innovation Framework Programme (CIP),
Information and Communication Technology Policy Support Programme (ICT-PSP).
The LSP piloting cross-border eID is Secure idenTities acrOss boRders linKed
(STORK)6. The project and its results are described in the remainder of this paper.
Therefore, section 1 gives an overview of the project and discusses the six pilots that
did validate the interoperability solution. In section 2 the conceptual basis of results are
sketched. This consists of a so-called Quality Authentication Assurance (QAA) model
and the conceptual interoperability model. The latter comprises centralized deployment,
decentralized deployment, and its combination. Section 3 continues by discussing the
main outcome of STORK. These are common specification and its reference
implementation as open source software. The important aspects of information security
and privacy are discussed in section 4. The two interoperability models PEPS and MW
are compared and advantages and challenges resulting from the specifics of each model
are explained. The section also discusses the outcome of a consultation done with the
Article 29 Data Protection Working Party. This initiative discussed the STORK data
protection measures with the European Data Protection Authorities. Finally,
conclusions are given.

1. STORK Overview and its Pilots
The STORK project started in May 2008 with an original duration of three years7. As a
so-called “pilot A” it had been driven by EU Member States (MS). The project started
with 14 EU and EEA states 8 and an overall budget of € 20 million. In 2010 an
extension by four further MS9 and to a budget of € 26 million took place. Under the
CIP ICT-PSP co-funding regime, 50 % of the project costs have been co-funded by the
European Commission, 50 % is borne by the project partners.
The overall idea was to define a framework that does not change the existing
national eID infrastructure, but does define an eID interoperability layer on top of the
national systems that supports cross-border use.
In a nutshell, the project has been structured in three phases:

4
For instance, eID can be issued on the federal level, e.g. in Belgium or Portugal with national ID cards.
Other countries may have eID issued either on the state or on the regional level. An example is Italy where
the Carta d'identità elettronica (CIE) is issued by the Ministry of Interior, Carta Nazionale dei Servizi (CNS)
is issued by the regions. Other states rely on private sector issuance such as BankID in Sweden.
5
Examples of legal differences are restriction on national identifiers: Whereas some states such as
Spain allow using identifiers across sectors, others like Austria use sector-specific identifiers. While many
states rely on life-long persistent identifiers, that is e.g. considered unconstitutional in Germany. Other legal
differences are that in some states an activated eID is issued to each citizen, such as in Belgium or Estonia; in
other states such as Austria activation of eID is voluntary and at the discretion of the citizen.
6
STORK is an EU co-funded project under contract INFSO-ICT-PSP-224993
7
The project has later been extended from 36 months duration to 43 months, i.e. until end of 2011.
8
The 14 states that started in 2008 have been Austria, Belgium, Estonia, France, Germany, Iceland,
Italy, Luxemburg, Portugal, Slovenia, Spain, Sweden, The Netherlands, and United Kingdom.
9
The extension in 2010 included Finland, Greece, Lithuania, and Slovak Republic.
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•
•
•

In the first project year, common specifications for the eID interoperability
framework have been developed.
In the second year, the common specifications have been implemented and
deployed into the national pilot systems.
The third year was devoted to piloting the framework.

The target was to deploy and pilot in production systems. This to maximize lessons
learned, as less compromise or weakening requirements under pilot assumptions is
expected, once service providers have to deploy in their production environment.
Service provider rather will ask for close-to production quality which increases
confidence in the general applicability of pilot results.
The STORK cornerstones are thus the six pilots, each having specific
requirements:
• The first pilot Cross-Border Authentication Platform for Electronic Services
aimed at integrating the STORK framework to e-government portals, thus
allowing citizens to authenticate using their eID. The portals did range from
sector-specific portals such as the Belgian “Limosa” application for migrant
workers to regional portals serving various sectors such as the BadenWürttemberg “service-bw” portal or national portals as the Austrian
“myhelp.gv” for personalized e-government services.
• In the Safer Chat pilot juveniles could communicate with peers within their
age range safely. The pilot has been carried out between several schools. The
specific requirement was that in the authentication process the age group
delivered by the eID is evaluated to grant access. Unique identification that is
the basis of the other pilots is less important.
• Student Mobility supported exchange of university students, e.g. under the
Erasmus exchange program. As many universities nowadays have electronic
campus management systems giving services to their students, STORK could
be used to allow foreign students to enroll from abroad using their eID and to
access the campus management system’s services during their stay. The prime
requirement is authentication, as in the first pilot on cross-border
authentication.
• The fourth pilot Electronic Delivery objective was cross-border qualified
delivery, replacing registered letters. On the one hand, delivering cross-border
requires protocol conversions between the national delivery standards. On the
other hand, qualified delivery usually asks for signed proof of receipts. The
latter – signed proof of receipts – is the specific requirement in this pilot. This
enabled cross-border tests of signature-functions that most national eIDs have.
• To facilitate moving house across borders, the pilot Change of Address has
been defined. In addition to authentication, the pilot had transfer of attributes,
i.e. the address, as a requirement. An interesting aspect was that – in addition
to the population registers – further authorities could be connected and
automatically be informed of an address change. Examples are employment
centers or billing addresses for the electrical supply companies.
• The European Commission Authentication Service (ECAS) is an
authentication platform that serves an ecosystem of applications that are
operated by the European Commission. Member States use these services to
communicate among themselves and with European institutions. Piloting
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administration-to-administration (A2A) services with national eIDs was a
STORK objective. The pilot A2A Services and ECAS integration serves this
objective by linking up STORK to ECAS.
In the course of the project, the ambition stretched beyond these pilots. One
example is the continuous liaison with the STORK sibling pilot European patients’
Smart Open Services (epSOS) on cross-border e-health. As e-health has immanent
need of secure authentication, a “STORK meets epSOS” (STepS) liaison activity has
been defined in order to ensure that e-government and e-health do not deviate on eID
aspects. A discussion of STepS that led to field tests is given in [5]. A further example
is using STORK in Point of Single Contacts in relation to the EU Services Directive
[6]. This has e.g. been implemented by Spain.
2. QAA Scheme and Conceptual Interoperability Models
In this section we present two fundamental aspects of the STORK project: The first
aspect is a Quality Authentication Assurance (QAA) framework that has been defined
as the basis of a trust framework between the MS. This QAA model is described in
sub-section 2.1. The second aspect is how interoperability based on heterogeneous
national eID is approached. Two basic models have been defined which can either be
centralized or a decentralized. The two models are referred to as PEPS and middleware
and are described in sub-sections 2.2 and 2.3. The component that bridges between the
two models is referred to as virtual identity provider (V-IDP) and is discussed in subsection 2.4.
2.1. Quality Authentication Assurance Model
A basis for cross-border use of eID is trust in the other MS’s systems. To date, no
formal basis for such trust exists for eID, such as e.g. given for the international
acceptance of passports or for the EEA-wide recognition of qualified certificates under
the EU Signature Directive [7]. When considering the different implementations of
national eID systems – ranging from simple username-password to smartcards – means
to assess the quality of a credential used cross-borders are needed.
The idea is to assign each authentication credential an assurance level. A service
provider can than request authentication based on the minimum assurance level needed
for its particular service. Similar schemes have been established as levels of assurance
(LoA) by the US administration [8] – further specified by the National Institute of
Standards and Technologies (NIST) [9]. Under the European Commission’s
Interoperable Delivery of European eGovernment Services to public Administrations,
Businesses and Citizens (IDABC) programme, a similar scheme was proposed in [10].
STORK based its QAA scheme [11] on the proposal done by IDABC [10]. As in
the IDABC scheme, as well as in the US work [8] and [9], the STORK model consists
of four levels. This is sketched in Table 1.
Table 1. Overview of STORK QAA levels
STORK QAA Level
1
2
3
4

Description
Low or minimal assurance
Low assurance
Substantial assurance
High assurance
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To give a little more detail, the four STORK QAA levels are summarized as (QAA
descriptions quoted from its specification in [11]):
• STORK QAA level 1 is the lowest assurance level; it either assures a minimal
confidence in the asserted identity or no confidence at all. Identity credentials
are accepted without any form of verification. If the subscriber provides an email address, the only check that is performed is the verification of the
correctness of the e-mail address. This level is appropriate when negative
consequences that result from an erroneous authentication have a very low or
a negligible impact. This level suits recognized on-line services implementing
either a minimal set of security protection mechanisms or no set at all.
• STORK QAA level 2 defines the level used by those services where damage
from a misappropriation of a real-word identity has a low impact. Even if the
claimants are not required to appear physically during the registration, their
real-word identities must be validated and a token issued by a body subjected
to specific governmental agreement. Identity tokens must be delivered with
accuracy and security guarantees. Sufficiently robust authentication protocols
must be used during the electronic authentication phase.
• STORK QAA Level 3 defines the level used by services that may suffer
substantial damages in case of an identity misuse. The registration of an
identity is processed with methods that unambiguously and with a high level
of certainty identify the claimant. The identity providers are supervised or
accredited by the government. The credentials delivered are at least soft
certificates or hard certificates. The authentication mechanisms used in the
remote authentication phase are robust.
• STORK QAA Level 4 is the highest assurance level and addresses those
services where damage caused by an identity misuse might have a heavy
impact. The registration requires at least once (i.e., the very first time of the
request but not for a later renewal) either the physical presence of the claimant
or a physical meeting with the claimant (e.g., a certificate is requested on-line,
delivered at home, and deployed in the hands of the claimant after a physical
check of his/her identity). Alternatively, in case of on-line registration, a
claimant identity is validated using trusted e-signatures. Annex II of the
Signature Directive [7] leaves the details of identity verification to national
law. Therefore, level 4 is fulfilled if the national legal requirements for issuing
a qualified certificate have been met. Furthermore, the identity provider must
be a qualified entity according to the Annex II of the e-signature Directive.
The certificates are hard certificates qualified according to the Annex I of the
e-signature Directive. The most robust authentication mechanisms are used
during the authentication phase.
To categorize eID, criteria for both the registration and the authentication phase
have been defined. For registration, criteria are further divided into those for initially
identifying the citizen (e.g., whether physical presence or official documents are
requested), for registering the credential (e.g., whether the credential is downloaded or
handed over in person), and for the entity issuing the credentials (e.g., whether
government supervision applies). For the authentication phase, criteria comprise the
credential type (e.g., username-password, software certificates, or hardware crypto
tokens) and its technical methods (e.g., challenge-response, symmetric, or asymmetric
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cryptography), as well as its robustness (e.g., resistant against guessing, spoofing, or
man-in-the-middle attacks). This division is shown in figure 1.

Figure 1. STORK QAA mapping concept (from [11]).
Each MS assigns its eID credentials to one of the four STORK QAA levels

To reach the highest QAA level (STORK QAA level 4) each of the domains,
registration and authentication security, as well as their sub-categories need to meet
highest standards. QAA has been defined so that existing credentials that support
qualified electronic signatures also fulfill QAA level 4. A rationale of aligning with the
Signature Directive [7] is that it already defines security measures that lead to mutual
recognition across the EEA. Qualified signature are however no necessary condition for
QAA level 4 – credentials not supporting qualified signatures can reach it as well.
2.2. Centralized Deployment - PEPS
The first interoperability model defined and piloted in STORK is assuming that each
MS operates a central gateway that serves both its citizens’ eID credentials and its
service provider (SP). We refer to such a gateway as Pan-European Proxy Service
(PEPS). As serving the citizen credentials and handling the SP are different functions,
we further distinguish between a C-PEPS (handling citizen’s eID credential) and an SPEPS (interfacing to the SP). The conceptual model is illustrated in figure 2.
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Figure 2. STORK ceentralized – PE
EPS model (fr
from [4])
We reefer to Memb
ber State A (M
MS A) as the state which has
h issued an eID to the
citizen, i.ee. usually the citizen is a MS
M A residentt. The foreign
n SP is locatedd in MS B.
When thee citizen acccesses a foreiign service that
t
requires authenticatioon, the SP
PS. The SP’ss request to thhe S-PEPS
delegates the authenticcation processs to her S-PEP
he minimum QAA
Q
level req
quired and maandatory or op
ptional attribuutes needed
contains th
by the seervice (e.g., mandatory name
n
and datte of birth to
o provide seervice, and
optionallyy the residence). Delegation
n to the S-PEPS is done viia the Web-brrowser, i.e.
the citizen
n is redirected
d to the S-PEPS. At the S-PE
EPS, the citizeen selects the country of
origin (i.ee., MS A) and
d is than furth
her redirected
d to the C-PE
EPS (cross-boorder). The
actual citiizen authenticcation takes pllace either dirrectly at the C-PEPS
C
or at an Identity
Provider’ss (IdP’s) autheentication serv
vice in MS . In
n addition, atttribute providers may be
involved to
t collect the attributes, succh as an addreess register forr the citizen’ss residence.
The MS A C-PEPS assserts to the S-PEPS
S
in MS
M B a successsful authentication, the
QAA-leveel associated with the citiizen credentiaal used, and the provided attributes.
Finally, th
he S-PEPS assserts authenticcation to the SP
S that grants the citizen acccess to the
application.
ption illustrate that the PEPS
S model is chaaracterized
Figurre 2 and the prrocess descrip
by segmen
nted trust relaationships: SP
Ps trust their national
n
S-PEP
PS. A C-PEP
PS trusts its
national IIdPs. The crosss-border trusst relationship
p is establisheed between thhe C-PEPS
and the S-PEPS.
S
A furrther discussiion of securitty and data prrotection aspeects of the
centralized
d PEPS modeel is given in section
s
4.
2.3. Decen
ntralized Deployment - Mid
ddleware
The altern
native deploym
ment model is
i to avoid ceentralized com
mponents and to provide
interoperaability at the SP. The id
dea is based on the situaation that nattional eID
integration
n at service providers
p
is usually supporrted by some sort of middlleware that
de-couples the legacy service from handling of eID token prrotocols. In thhe STORK
s
m
h been referrred to as “SP
has
Pware”. Usuaally, also a
SP-side middleware
context, such
client-sidee middleware (MW) does the
t integration
n of the credeential (e.g., a smartcard)
into the ciitizen’s PC op
perating system
m.
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3 STORK deecentralized – MW model (ffrom [4])
Figure 3.
The MW
M scenario is illustrated in figure 3. Leveraging
L
that scenario crross-border
without introducing
i
a
additional
central infrastrructure mean
ns that the sserver-side
middlewaare needs to incorporate the national proto
ocols used forr the various eeIDs.
2.4. Comb
bination – V-ID
IDP
With two conceptiional models interoperabiliity within eacch is not a big deal, as
ows similar basic assump
ptions. The deployment is limited too technical
each follo
implemen
ntation of com
mmon protocolls. The challen
nge however is to bridge between the
two, as the
t
underlyin
ng assumptio
ons are diffeerent. We distinguish bettween two
situations,, as follows:
• A citizen from
m a “MW-coun
ntry” accessing a SP from a “PEPS-counttry”
• A citizen from
m a “PEPS-cou
untry” accessin
ng a SP from a “MW-counttry”
In thee first scenariio, the underlyying assumptiion is that in the citizen’s country of
origin MS
S A no centraal component “C-PEPS” ex
xists and the SP provides the citizen
credential integration using
u
SPwaree. The SP’s assumption
a
ho
owever is thaat a central
nt “S-PEPS” provides
p
an au
uthentication gateway
g
hidin
ng foreign speecifics. The
componen
S-PEPS may
m also prov
vide the autheentication gateeway to natio
onal IdPs. Thee idea thus
was to inttroduce a furtther componen
nt at the S-PE
EPS that mim
mics an IdP protocol, but
integrates the protocolss of all “MW--countries”. This
T componen
nt has been reeferred to a
I
(V-IDP)). The V-ID
DP thus need
ds to integraate all the server-side
“virtual IdP”
middlewaare (SPware ) of
o MW-counttries. At the S--PEPS the situ
uation is as if it accesses
a C-PEPS
S, that howev
ver is operated in the SP’ss country MS
S B, not in thhe citizen’s
country off origin MS A.
A
The approach
a
meeets both requirrements: The MW-countryy MS A that m
may not be
ovide central authentication
ns gateways for
f legal reaso
ons can still auuthenticate
able to pro
at the forreign environ
nment, thoug
gh at a centrral componen
nt – which hhowever is
obviouslyy legally possible in the SP-country MS B, as PE
EPS is such a central
componen
nt anyhow. Th
he overall arch
hitecture of thiis scenario is illustrated in ffigure 4.
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F
Figure
4. STORK
K V-IDP – citizen
n from a “MW-co
ountry” accessing
g a “PEPS-countryy”

s
ng scenario is when a citizeen that origins from a “PEPS-country”
The second
bridgin
authenticaates at an “M
MW-country””. Here the SP operates a SPware ccomponent
interfacing
g with the nattional eID. Th
he citizen auth
hentication is delegated to a C-PEPS.
The appro
oach thus is that
t
the SPwaare is extendeed by the C-P
PEPS protocoll. Thus the
citizen autthenticates at the C-PEPS as
a in the PEPS
S model. The authenticationn assertion
is howeveer directly pro
ovided to the SP’s domain
n, not redirectted via a furtther PEPS.
What chan
nges for the C-PEPS
C
is thatt instead of in
nterfacing to a single S-PEP
PS instance
per foreig
gn MS B, an arbitrary
a
numb
ber of SPs maay request autthentication. T
The overall
scenario iss shown in fig
gure 5.

F
Figure
5. STORK
K V-IDP – citizen
n from a “PEPS-ccountry” accessing a “MW-countryy”

To sttreamline the terminology used,
u
the term
m “SPware” has
h been elim
minated and
the term “V-IDP” is used whenev
ver a middlew
ware is invo
olved. This reeduces the
a
to three compon
nents and interrfaces, as follows:
STORK architecture
• The
T C-PEPS is a central autthentication gateway
g
that in
nterfaces to thhe citizen’s
e credential (probably viaa an IdP).
eID
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•
•

The S-PEPS asserts successful authentication to an SP
The V-IDP provides a bridging component that (depending on the case)
interfaces to the citizen eID credential, the C-PEPS, or the S-PEPS. This is
done whenever a decentralized approach is desired and where central
authentication gateways are not possible.
The main outcome of STORK has been common specifications of these three
components and its implementation. This is described in the following section.

3. Common Specifications and Technical Components
An underlying principle of STORK was to use open standards and to provide free open
source reference implementations of its specifications. With respect to open standards
in identity federation, two main families exist: The Security Assertion Markup
Language (SAML) [12] and the Web Services family (WS*) that build on Web
Services Security (WS-Security) [13], such as Web Service Trust (WS-Trust) [14], etc.
In addition, open specifications of identity federation initiatives exist, such as
specifications for OpenID.
STORK has chosen SAML version 2.0 as the basis of its common specifications.
The SAML profiles and bindings used by STORK are:
• HTTP Post Binding [15]
• Web Browser SSO Profile [16]
• Holder of Key Web Browser SSO Profile [17] (as an optional supplement to
the Web Browser SSO Profile)
While SAML 2.0 provides the basis, the STORK interface specifications contain
some extensions that are needed to implement the overall infrastructure, such as
introducing the QAA levels. The main extensions that have been included in the
samlp:Extensions element of the SAML authentication request, are:
• The QAA Level which indicates the quality of authentication required for the
subject (cf. section 2.1). This is a mandatory extension.
• Optional indications send by the SP on whether the identifier received might
be shared within the sector, across sectors, or cross-borders.
• Optional attributes requested by the SP. Such attributes might for instance be
the name, the date of birth, or the residence, but also may be extended to
arbitrary further attributes needed by a sector to provide service.
The main element in the SAML Assertion in the authentication response is the
“eIdentifier” that is transferred as a saml2:Attribute. In addition, the attributes
requested by the SP are delivered. The SAML response is electronically signed.
The STORK common specifications consist of the following documents that all are
publicly available:
• A brief overview document “Technical Design for PEPS, MW models and
interoperability” (STORK deliverable D5.8.3) [18]. That overview
summarizes the common specification documents that follow.
• The overall architecture describing the PEPS and MW models is given in the
“Software Architecture Design” (D5.8.3a) [19].
• The main specification is the “Interface Specifications” (D5.8.3b) [20]. This
document defines the SAML 2.0 protocol and extension used by STORK.
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•

An open sourcce PEPS referrence implemeentation is desscribed in the “Software
A
D
Design
for PEP
PS architecturre” document (D5.8.3c) [21
1].
• The
T
V-IDP implementatio
i
on is specifiied in “Softw
ware Design for MW
a
architecture
fo
or MW architeecture” (D5.8.3e) [23].
• Finally,
F
the do
ocument “Secu
urity Principlees and Best Practices”
P
(D5.8.3d) [22]
d
defines
commo
on principles for secure dev
velopment and
d operations.
For both
b
PEPS an
nd V-IDP refeerence implem
mentations aree provided in Java. The
PEPS arch
hitecture is illlustrated in fig
gure 6. A PEP
PS consists off two main coomponents,
an “Autheentication PEP
PS” and a “Vaalidation PEPS
S”, as follows:
• The
T Authenticcation PEPS consists
c
of a SAML
S
enginee and three coomponents
im
mplementing the main PE
EPS interfacees: (1) The “AUSPEPS”
“
ccomponent
m
manages
the authenticatio
on process between a SP and thee S-PEPS.
A
Authentication
n requests frrom a SP arre received at
a this compponent and
a
authentication
responses aree returned to the calling SP
P. (2) The “A
AUCPEPS”
c
component
provides the in
nbound functio
onality of a C-PEPS.
C
Authhentication
request messaages sent from
m a S-PEPS are
a received and
a handled. Responses
c
containing
cittizen’s identiity and autheentication datta are returnned to the
requesting S-P
PEPS. The “S
Specific PEPS” component covers counttry specific
fu
functionality
t be implemented by each
to
h PEPS coun
ntry. The Speccific PEPS
c
component
is in
i charge of communicatin
c
g with nationaal identity prooviders and
a
attribute
providers, and the translation off the identity information
i
annd national
p
protocol
into th
he common STORK
S
formaat.
• The
T Validatio
on PEPS implements the business
b
logiic for digital certificate
v
validation.
Th
he main sub--components include an online
o
certificcate status
p
protocol
(OCS
SP) engine. Th
he OCSP resp
ponder is in ch
harge of handdling OCSP
requests eitherr sent from a SP
S or a partner PEPS. The OCSP
O
Client ccomponent
ng OCSP req
quests for certtificate validaation to be
iss responsible for generatin
s
sent
to a parrtner PEPS. The
T OCSP Engine
E
implem
ments methods for the
g
generation
and
d processing of
o OCSP requeest and respon
nse messages.

Figure 6. PEPS
P
architecture (from [4])

The V-IDP
V
architecture is shown
n in figure 7. As the V-IDP
P needs to hosst different
national components,
c
i.e. SPware that implem
ments differen
nt national prrotocols, a
scalable architecture
a
h to be developed. Thee core compo
has
onent is referred to as
Modular Authenticatio
on Relay Serv
vice (MARS)). The MARS
S can dynam
mically link
national components ass Plug-In or Pllug-On.
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Figure 7. V-IDP
V
architecturre (from [4])

M
mon functionaality such as lo
ogging, configguration or
The MARS
core prrovides comm
SAML message generaation. The com
mponents sho
own on the to
op of the V-ID
DP core in
ns”. They arre responsiblee for mappinng various
figure 7 define so-callled “Plug-On
S
to a common Javaa interface.
authenticaation requests from service providers or S-PEPSs
The Plug-Ons can eith
her be Web Service-based
d (SOAP) orr can be a W
Web server
nt. The compo
onents shown at the bottom
m of the V-IDP
P core in figurre 7 are socomponen
Plug-Ins” thaat process th
he connection
n to differen
nt national sserver-side
called “P
middlewaare componentts or to a C-PE
EPS in case MW-PEPS
M
auth
hentication is desired.
The two
t
countries that have optted for the MW model in STORK
S
are A
Austria and
Germany (see also seection 4.). Thus, the currrent implemeentation of thhis V-IDP
ure needs to att least supportt Austrian and
d German mid
ddleware, as w
well as the
architectu
PEPS con
nnectors. It con
nsists of the fo
ollowing comp
ponents:
• The
T “WS Interrface” is used by German SPs and is SOA
AP-based.
• The
T “SP AT interface” is a Web interrface for supp
porting Austrrian legacy
s
service
providers.
• The
T “V-PEPS” component receives SAML authenticcation requestt messages
fr
from
a S-PEPS
S and forward
ds the messagee to the V-IDP
P.
• The
T “eIDServiice Connectorr” is a Plug-In
n that handles the
t communiccation with
th
he German eID service.
• A “MOA-ID Connector”
C
d
delegates
an authentication
a
request to thhe Austrian
s
server-side
middleware MO
OA-ID.
• With
W the “C-PEPS Connecto
or” citizens off PEPS countrries can be autthenticated
a SPs relying on a MW model (cf. sectio
at
on 2.2, figure 5)
5
The modular
m
design of this archiitecture also allows
a
the reallization of an S-PEPS or
C-PEPS. For this, th
he Plug-On covering th
he S-PEPS functionality must be
nted. Further details
d
of the V-IDP
V
architeccture are given
n in [24].
implemen
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4. Security and Data Protection
Security and data protection have been major considerations throughout the
development of STORK [25]. When comparing the models PEPS and MW, an obvious
difference that has an impact on security and privacy is that an intermediary is
introduced in the PEPS model. This has consequences with respect to trust
relationships, end-to-end security capabilities, or liability. A summary is given in the
following table 2 and further discussed in this section.
Table 2. Overview of STORK QAA levels
Criterion
scalability
trust relations
security perimeter
liability
data controller

Middleware
challenge with many eID tokens
direct: citizen – SP
end-to-end
remains at SP
SP

PEPS
easy due to single cross-border interface
segmented: citizen – PEPS – PEPS – SP
terminates at intermediary (segment)
potential liability shift
SP or PEPS operator

Transmission of personal electronic identifiers of general use is privacy sensitive.
Misuse can lead to profiling or linking of otherwise unrelated cases of the citizen. The
Data Protection Directive [26] foresees several grounds for legitimacy of processing of
personal data, such as the unambiguous consent of the data subject, the processing
being necessary for the performance of a contract to which the data subject is party, or
compliance with a legal obligation to which the controller is subject. The legal
assessment within STORK [27] has identified consent of the data subject as the only
general enough grounds for an infrastructure like STORK aims to establish. STORK
defined two types of consent the operator of a component (the PEPS or the SP in the
middleware model) can choose to apply: (1) Data type consent is provided before data
collection. For instance, the citizen consents to transfer her address before a residence
register is queried. (2) Data value consent is applied after the data has been collected,
but before it is transmitted cross-border. In the example used before, consent is not just
asked for transferring the address (whatever the residence register as attribute provider
delivers as address), but the actual values such as the street name and the number are
displayed to the citizen before consent is given.
A further issue to be tackled was the use of identifiers. States often restrict the use
of national identifiers. This is done for privacy reasons and also rooted in the Data
Protection Directive [26] that asks EU Member States to “… determine the conditions
under which a national identification number or any other identifier of general
application may be processed”. Such restrictions however may limit or even inhibit the
use of eID and national identifiers cross-borders. To overcome this, the STORK legal
assessment [27] suggested to cryptographically transforming identifiers for crossborder use from the national identifiers, similar as Austria derives sector-specific
identifiers from a unique base identifier [28]. The STORK security specifications [22]
further define cryptographic schemes to transform to country-specific, serviceprovider-specific, or application-specific personal identifiers. Such measures can allow
the cross-border use of national identification schemes where legal obstacles for such
use are given. The application of such measures is however at the discretion of the data
controller, depending on its legal obligations.
In any case the territorial principle of the Data Protection Directive applies. I.e.,
that national law of the establishment of the data controller applies. In terms of the
Directive, each Member State applies its national provisions to the processing of
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personal data where “the processing is carried out in the context of the activities of an
establishment of the controller on the territory of the Member State”. On the different
approaches of using identifiers (cf. footnote 5 in section 1), this means that if a state
uses its national identifiers flat across sectors, STORK assumes that also a foreign
identifier may be used this way in that particular state. This irrespective from different
rules applying in the citizen’s country of origin. Vice versa, if a state has provisions for
deriving sector-specific identification, such data protection measures need to be applied
for foreign identifiers as well. Again, this needs to be done even if these identifiers may
be used flat across sectors in the country of origin.
On the technical security, state-of-the-art protection of data transmitted is applied.
Given that STORK is browser-based, HTTPS has been defined. In addition, the
security provisions [22] define best practices on secure operations. The security aspect
is however one where the two models middleware and PEPS distinguish: In the
middleware model, technical provisions for end-to-end security between the citizen and
the SP can be implemented, as no intermediary is in the trust-chain. The middleware
model has been chosen by Austria and Germany. With the Austrian citizen card a
qualified electronic signature is applied by the citizen to an authentication statement.
This qualified electronic signature can be verified by the SPs in their domain. This
provides end-to-end security. The German eID “neuer Personalausweis” uses cardverifiable certificates where the SPware “eID service” operated by the SP establishes a
cryptographic channel to the card. This also provides technical end-to-end security. eID
tokens of “PEPS countries” provide similar mechanisms, such as using the eID for
providing client-certificates in SSL-connections or providing qualified certificates. The
PEPS model, however, is based on the assumption that the PEPS hides national
specifics and acts as a single entry point. Thus, the channel that is technically secured
by the eID token terminates at the IdP or the C-PEPS10. The PEPS vouches for having
validated the authentication. This leads to segmented security perimeters: Technical
security is provided between the eID token and the C-PEPS (or the IdP), the C-PEPSs
and S-PEPSs of the states build a circle of trust by means of the SAML signing
certificates, and finally technical security measures exist between the S-PEPS and the
SP. In order to reduce the risk of man-in-the-middle attacks, a holder of the key SAML
profile [17] has been specified as an option in [20].
The segmented trust relationship may lead to liability shifts: In the MW model, the
SP operates the components that accept the various eID. In case of compromise, either
the eID issuer can be held liable for breaching its obligations 11, or the SP remains
liable. Thus no liability shifts. In the PEPS model, however, liability may shift: In case
a PEPS gets compromised, false identities may get created. As neither the eID issuer
nor the SP have means to recognize that, they cannot be held liable.
Taking end-to-end security and liability into account, it becomes obvious that the
decision of opting for the PEPS model or the MW model is no straightforward one, but
is a tradeoff between various factors: The MW model comes with some challenges in
integrating the various eIDs, but leads to a clearer situation on liability and extends
technical end-to-end security to the cross-border case 12 . In the PEPS model, eID
10
Whether the link technically secured by the eID token terminates at the IdP or the C-PEPS depends
on whether eID integration and, thus, authentication is done at the C-PEPS, or whether delegated to an IdP.
11
In case of qualified certificates, liability of the eID issuer is defined in the Signature Directive [7].
12
End-to-end security between the eID token and the SP holds for the “pure” middleware model
between two MW-countries. In the communication with a PEPS country, the secure channel established by
the eID token terminates at the V-IDP hosted at the C-PEPS (cf. figure 4).
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integration is limited to the national eID (at the C-PEPS), specifics of foreign eID are
hidden from both the S-PEPS and the SP. This comes with the PEPS as central
component needing particular attention both security-wise and data-protection-wise.
A central question on data protection assessments is who the controller is. This
question is easily answered in the MW model: As authentication is provided directly at
the SP without an intermediary, the SP remains the controller. A PEPS however can be
argued either as a controller or as a processor. The data processor can be the C-PEPS
acting on behalf of the IdP as controller, the S-PEPS acting on behalf of the SP as
controller, respectively. Whether the PEPS is a controller or a processor has some
consequences: The main is that the “processing on behalf” of a processor needs some
sort of basis, such as contract. Establishing many bilateral contracts with SPs may
however be a hindering factor of take-up of an infrastructure like STORK. The STORK
consortium did not come to a conclusion if a PEPS is a controller or a processor.
The STORK consortium did a consultation with the Article 29 Data Protection
Working Party under the Data Protection Directive [26]. Art. 29 WP gave some
recommendations [29], in principle the privacy measures of STORK have been seen
positive. On the question of controller vs. processor, Art. 29 WP however was
inconclusive as well, stating a “dilemma” and “Therefore controllers that use a PEPS
and provider of PEPS services will have to decide if they consider themselves as
controller or processor under the Directive 95/46 and contact their national DPA to
confirm this for example during a notification procedure.” [29].

5. Conclusions
STORK has brought eighteen EU and EEA Member States together to define a
framework that supports seamless eID use across borders. The idea was to make use of
the existing national eID programmes and to build an interoperability layer on top of it.
Two models have been investigated – the Pan-European Proxy Service (PEPS) model
and the middleware model. The PEPS model is based on central national authentication
gateways, thus aiming at interoperability by dedicated services installed for the crossborder case. The middleware model integrates the various eID tokens technically into
common modules deployed at the service provider, i.e. the application the citizen
authenticates to. Both models take explicit user consent as the basis for legitimacy of
data processing and transfer, thus – aside technical measures – establishing consent as
the root to data protection compliance. Six pilots have been carried out from mid-2010
to end of 2011 to test the interoperability framework in real world environments.
While the pilots have shown the technical feasibility of the interoperability
solution, there have been gaps: The main are that a sustainability solution for the
infrastructure is not yet given and the missing legal basis for cross-border eID. On
sustainability, the European Commission’s Interoperability Solutions for European
Public Administrations (ISA) programme has a STORK sustainability action in its
2011 Work Programme [30]. The ISA work item consists of governance, coordination,
standardization, software maintenance, and support activities.
The Large Scale Pilots are expected to give valuable input into related policy
actions. A major one in the eID field is advancing legal recognition of eID across
borders. This is expected from the EU Digital Agenda that in its Key Action 3 defines
to “In 2011 propose a revision of the eSignature Directive with a view to provide a
legal framework for cross-border recognition and interoperability of secure
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eAuthentication systems;”, as well as in Key Action 16 defines to “Propose by 2012 a
Council and Parliament Decision to ensure mutual recognition of e-identification and
e-authentication across the EU based on online 'authentication services' to be offered
in all Member States (which may use the most appropriate official citizen documents –
issued by the public or the private sector);” [3]. Achieving such legal recognition
together with the technical infrastructure that has been developed by STORK is
expected to become a major leap on seamless eID use in Europe.
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